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Abstract 

This deliverable compiles feedback about AnnoMarket from various sources, including the industrial 
focus group, face-to-face interviews, responses at dissemination events, and online correspondence. It 
builds on the foundations laid in deliverable D5.1 (“Report from Focus Group Requirement 
Consultations”), and is an update of deliverable D5.3 (“Report on Use Case Results and Third-Party 
Evaluation v.1”). 

In order to understand the full range of activities the project team have undertaken to promote 
AnnoMarket, this deliverable should be read in conjunction with deliverable D7.2 which covers 
dissemination through digital channels such as the project website and Twitter. 

__________________________________ 
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1 Executive summary 

Throughout the AnnoMarket project, the consortium have engaged with individuals and organisations 
to help us shape the product, develop use cases and work towards the future viability of the platform. 
This deliverable summarises those discussions. 

2 Summary of earlier research and feedback 

(Restricted) Deliverable D5.1 presented an initial set of findings from interviews with a small, hand-
picked group of experts in the text mining domain. The initial research was done in summer 2012, at a 
very early stage of the AnnoMarket project. The interviews proved there was a great deal of interest in 
the SaaS/cloud model, the open marketplace concept and its possible application in a number of 
industrial scenarios. The research also revealed some of the problems that interviewees or their peers 
had experienced with existing text mining solutions. 

Findings from the research are worth reiterating here (anonymised) because they have helped shape 
the development of the AnnoMarket product over the course of the project. 

2.1 Opportunities for AnnoMarket (identified in September 2012) 

• Value of a platform for small publishers who are reluctant or unable to consider a full 

integration project in order to implement a commercial text analytics solution within the 

business 

• Exploiting unmet needs for non-English language semantic technology products 

• Enabling content businesses to offer more diverse products to their customers by using 

annotation services from the marketplace that they would be unable to develop in-house 

themselves 

• Simplifying access to a diverse set of pipelines which can all be processed in a consistent way 

(rather than requiring custom setup and integration layers every time) 

• Undercutting commercial solutions, which some regard as being overly expensive 

• Creating a mechanism for smaller suppliers of NLP services to ‘compete’ alongside well-

resourced competitors 
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2.2 Application scenarios 
A wide range of exciting domain-agnostic application scenarios that are enabled by the outputs of text 
analytics processing were discussed in the interviews, including: 

• Dynamic content aggregation 

• SEO 

• Navigation creation 

• Customised annotation creation 

• Social media analysis 

• Business intelligence 

• Enhanced information management of large corpora 

• Cross-media and related content linking 

• Exploiting and enriching data from web crawling 

2.3 Year 1 project review 
As a result of comments from the reviewers at the year 1 review in July 2013 in Luxembourg, it was 
decided to reduce the complexity of the web browser-based user interface for setting up and running 
annotation jobs, in favour of a lighter (but no less powerful) API-based approach. 

This means that some of the interface evaluation tasks described in deliverable D5.2 are no longer 
relevant. Instead, this means that focus group and individual discussions that took place in Year 2 have 
coalesced around a) using the AnnoMarket website front end, b) identifying potential use cases and 
customers and c) gathering ideas and requests for new features. 

3 Focus groups and individual feedback 

3.1 Focus groups 
As part of the wider dissemination strategy for the project, we organised two focus group sessions, in 
conjunction with the London Text Analytics and Women in Data meetup groups respectively. The two 
events each attracted around 35 attendees (with very little overlap between them). Both events were 
widely promoted on social media and were open to anyone to attend. 
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3.1.1 London Text Analytics meetup 

 
Meetup page for the focus group 

This event started with short presentations by the University of Sheffield and Ontotext, followed by a 
lengthy question and answer session. 

3.1.1.1 The project 
There was general feedback about the nature of the FP7 project itself and how Annomarket would be 
publicising itself, also what was the relationship between the annomarket.eu project information site 
and annomarket.com. There was understandable concern that at the end of the funded project in May 
2014, the service might just disappear. We were able to provide reassurance that the service is 
intended to be a commercially viable proposition and will continue to be supported and enhanced after 
the EU funding stops.  

3.1.1.2 Value proposition 
The general response to the presentations was very positive, and it was helpful to address follow-up 
questions about the value proposition for AnnoMarket. We emphasised that the cloud-based SaaS 
model made it accessible to SMEs who need high quality text analytics but don’t want to implement 
expensive solutions in-house. Annomarket is also a new channel for NLP developers and startups to 
sell their pipelines (see section 4 for details of commercial players who have already approached 
Annomarket). There was interest in the community aspects of the marketplace, such as the ability to 
request a new service (this commissioning feature would be particularly useful for business 
stakeholders looking for a tailored solution without having to deal with customising an expensive off-
the-shelf application). Users can already contact AnnoMarket through Twitter, commenting on the 
website itself, or the Google group. 
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As at other events attended by the Annomarket team, there was interest in running jobs in a private 
cloud. The main reasons given for this were commercial advantage (running pipelines with 
considerable IP in), time to market (not releasing pipelines publicly until they were ready), and 
handling medical or other sensitive personal data. 

3.1.1.3 Differentiation from existing marketplaces 
There are other existing API and data marketplaces such as Mashape, but the advantage that 
Annomarket offers is that it does not require developers to host their own endpoints. From their 
experience with other marketplaces, some were concerned that there might not be enough quality 
control of third party pipelines – we have a strict review process and anything submitted will be tested 
according to industry-standard sampling methods (as well as checked for viruses or malware, of 
course), User comments and ratings functionality will provide another layer of transparency. 

3.1.1.4 Pricing 
Pricing came up in a number of comments, particularly how prices would be agreed between 
Annomarket and third party suppliers (also taking into account Amazon costs). This would be a 
negotiation between all parties. On the flipside, there was interest in future flexible pricing models. 
For example, users on a limited budget might want to pay for slower processing of a big batch job, 
whereas those wanting quick results might be tempted by paying a premium to get this. There was 
discussion over how flexible pricing could be in terms of paying by the size of the job or the time 
taken, depending on customer preferences. This will be explored at a later date. 

3.1.1.5 Use cases 
In terms of use cases, we talked about the work that had been done to analyse a large corpus of data (9 
million documents) from PubMed in order to extract information that could be used towards 
developing vaccines. This gave people a concrete example of a piece of work that AnnoMarket was 
ideally suited for handling, and led to a wider discussion about the attractiveness of domain-specific 
pipelines such as TwitIE which can be used in high-volume analysis jobs across social media data. 

3.1.1.6 Relationship to existing GATE products 
There were several people at the event who were already very familiar with GATE, so naturally there 
were questions about the relationship between the existing portfolio of GATE applications, and 
AnnoMarket. There was interest in the integration of Annomarket with Mimir, GATE’s semantic 
search and retrieval application (as demonstrated by the University of Sheffield/PA team at the 
newsHack event in October 2013). Also, the team clarified the difference between GATE Cloud and 
AnnoMarket. Both offer cloud processing using GATE, but only AnnoMarket of the two is an open 
ecosystem for consumers and suppliers. 

3.1.1.7 Running annotation jobs 
Although the meetup was not a hands-on session, there were a number of excellent technical questions 
about running annotation jobs. People wanted to have an idea of an “average” size of document 
(800kb, as a vague rule of thumb). Also they wanted an idea of how many sentences per second could 
typically be processed – in testing, the platform could process 10,00 plain text documents in one hour, 
using a setup of 4 CPUs. There was interest in the Linked data services on AnnoMarket, and this is 
something that could form the basis for future enhanced Data-as-a-service (DaaS) offerings. 
AnnoMarket supports a wide range of input and output formats such as HTML, JSON, XML and 
Twitter – this flexibility was well-received by the attendees. 

There was interest in “chaining” together pipelines to create increasingly sophisticated outputs. There 
is not yet built-in functionality on AnnoMarket to do this, however, it is possible to manually take the 
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output from one job in Amazon S3 and set up a new job with that as the input. There is a common 
schema for all pipelines. 

There was concern about the security of using Amazon cloud services for more sensitive data, 
however, many thousands or organisations use Amazon Web Services for everyday data processing. 

Finally, as at other events, the question of custom and extensible gazetteers came up – in future 
AnnoMarket could offer a means for pipeline consumers and producers alike to add to or update 
gazetteer lists without rebuilding the whole pipeline again. This would be valuable for fast-moving 
information domains such as news. 

3.1.1.8 Blogs 
After the focus group, the co-organiser Tony Russell-Rose, and a data consultant, Alex McLintock, 
independently produced blogs about AnnoMarket. Tony’s post1 highlighted how flexible the GATE 
framework is in terms of integrating with third party applications, and how the AnnoMarket platform 
layer will create an ecosystem of language resource providers, NLP developers, end-users and the 
team who will be responsible for managing the platform going forward. 

Alex blogged2 about his own experience with running GATE on his own hardware, and how he 
interpreted the value proposition of AnnoMarket. For experienced GATE developers, and/or large 
organisations with technical teams, he speculated that AnnoMarket might not offer much that was 
new. However, as Marin Dimitrov from Obtotext clarified in the blog comments, AnnoMarket actually 
makes text mining easier for all by making the access through a RESTful API. Also, as both Alex and 
Marin identify, AnnoMarket is an attractive vehicle for NLP developers who want to supply 
applications but do not want to run their own hardware or billing systems. Since the blog was written, 
Alex and his colleague Meg Gordon are now the first third-party supplier of a pipeline to AnnoMarket. 

3.1.2 Women in Data/AnnoMarket hack evening 

Petar Kostov from Ontotext walked through the process of running an annotation job on Annomarket, 
working in Java. Participants were free to follow along on their own laptops, or just listen to the 
explanations and raise their own questions. Because this was a hands-on session, the majority of 
questions were technical rather than business-focussed. This in turn helped us to shape improvements 
to developer documentation on the site. 

The walkthrough was done using Java, which led to questions about what other languages are 
supported now or could be in future (a popular choice is Python). There was interest in the Twitter 
pipeline as this would be of benefit to attendees already trying to manipulate social network data. 
Related pipelines for e.g. topic detection or sentiment analysis would be worth offering or 
commissioning in future. 

Attendees were keen to get more information about the batch API, particularly: the difference between 
making one API call per document versus sending a corpus for processing; what data sources can be 
used e.g. one’s own documents or the results of a web crawl, and whether the parameters of a batch 
job could be reused another time. In the latter case, this is possible now that interaction with the 
platform is predominantly API-based as opposed to requiring users to go through a step-by-step 
interface. 

Finally, there were questions familiar from other events about chaining together output from different 
pipelines, and updating gazetteers with new vocabularies but without the need to update the whole 
pipeline. 

                                                        

1 http://isquared.wordpress.com/2014/02/13/meetup-review-annomarket-text-analytics-in-the-cloud/ 
2 http://www.owal.co.uk/blog/annomarket01  
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3.2 Individual expert feedback 
As well as the wider focus group consultations we performed, we also followed up with several expert 
interviews with individuals who were happy to provide detailed feedback, thoughts, experiences and 
suggestions. Interviews were conducted face-to-face between April and May 2014 by Helen Lippell of 
the Press Association. The interviews were informal, and individuals were asked to have look around 
annomarket.com prior to meeting, in order to get a feel for what it was like and what it could do for 
them. 

The benefit of doing this was to allow us to cover more areas in more detail than a group discussion 
might enable. For example, the individual interviews have identified avenues for future enhancement 
of user experience, findability, widened product offerings and tailored pipelines. The interviews also 
elicited some candid feedback that might not have have otherwise been said in front of a large group 
of people. 

3.2.1 Alex Coley 

Alex is a senior digital consultant who has worked on innovation projects for organisations in a variety 
of scenarios including government, startups and e-commerce. He specialises in publishing and digital 
communications. His most recent role entailed delivering social media monitoring projects for 
reputation management for the corporate market. 

His initial view of AnnoMarket was that the user interface is “clunky”, and the look and feel not 
contemporary, especially with regard to the logo, colour, design of the panels and use of whitespace. 
He found it hard to immediately grasp what the platform was intended for when he looked at it on his 
own, prior to talking to the AnnoMarket team. The homepage and shop are literally the shop window 
for the service, and prospective users need to have the confidence to explore further so they can see 
what they might get from it. 

Alex liked the availability of a Twitter pipeline as he has worked on social media analysis in 
conjunction with one of the most significant Twitter-tracking players, and would therefore be very 
interested in a cost-effective way of extracting, for example, location and named entities from tweets. 

One unintentional impression that Alex got about AnnoMarket gives is that there are too many Named 
Entity Recognition pipelines, to the detriment of other services which would be of equal or more 
interest to customers, such as theme classification, sentiment analysis and event detection. He also 
mentioned that there are a number of startups specialising in unstructured data mining to do, for 
example, processing and classification of image streams and that Annomarket does not at this time 
currently does not offer anything other than text processing. This could be an interesting idea to 
develop in future, especially as the industrial partners in the consortium are dealing with large volumes 
of non-textual content, either through their clients (Ontotext) or as core business themselves (Press 
Association). 

Alex would be interested in exploring using the AnnoMarket SaaS model with regard to reputation 
management for brands. This would entail monitoring social media for any mention of a brand along 
with how it is referred to by users. The scale that cloud processing offers would enable a degree of 
automation of this process to complement the manual oversight that is also needed to do commercial 
reputation management. AnnoMarket supports tools for retrieval of brand names and variants, and the 
on-demand crawling functionality would be valuable in enabling large amounts of data to be 
monitored  

3.2.2 Karen Loasby 

Karen is a highly experienced information architect who has worked with text analytics systems in a 
number of industrial sectors. She performed an expert evaluation of the platform, approaching it as a 
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novice user with an interest in harnessing text annotation services, but with few prior expectations of 
what a cloud-based platform might offer her and her clients. 

The key feedback was that the findability of pipelines that would be useful to her in the shop was 
unsatisfactory. She could see everything at a glance (while there are not that many services) but felt 
she had to click through to every pipeline’s page to get a proper idea what they could be used for. 

While it is possible to filter the pipelines page by tags, it is however impossible to do this process the 
other way round i.e. start from scratch and proactively choose a service based on one’s own personal 
requirements. She appreciated the fact that AnnoMarket offered many non-English language services, 
as this is an underserved market, however, she identified a potential problem for English-speaking 
users, namely that is impossible to filter for every service that is English language! In future a 
dedicated language metadata field might be necessary in order that users can navigate a large 
marketplace of options in the language(s) of interest to them. 

She really liked the test functionality that every pipeline’s page offers, and found that useful as a way 
of very quickly evaluating the usefulness of services. It helps to get a feel for the kind of annotations a 
pipeline returns from a piece of text that’s representative of a wider corpus one may want to process. 

She has recently done some consultancy for a large British organisation in the cultural sector. She felt 
they would benefit from using text annotation services to support their data management and website 
navigation, but that there was currently insufficient technical expertise within this organisation to fully 
leverage AnnoMarket. It would be beneficial for future development of the platform to provide more 
tools and documentation to support users who are in a comparable position to this organisation, 
otherwise the platform might risk missing out on potential customers who are put off by complexity. 

Karen highlighted that the user experience of the shopfront could be enhanced by providing more 
functionality to indicate quality and popularity. Of all the services, ANNIE was the pipeline that 
returned the best quality results on her test data, and she suggested that as this is a popular and long-
established “gold standard” of GATE, it should be promoted more prominently in the interface. User 
comment functionality was implemented earlier in the project as a result of earlier feedback, and this 
is a useful community feature that will help showcase the best pipelines over time. 

Finally, she gave an example of a specific use case for the cultural organisation – the need to apply 
geospatial metadata to content from diverse sources. Unfortunately one of the locations of interest to 
them was not found by ANNIE. This could be addressed by providing better tools for non-technical 
users to package custom gazetteers into a pipeline. Most other commercial text mining API providers 
don’t offer this feature so if AnnoMarket did it could be a source of competitive advantage. 

3.2.3 Helen Skelton 

Helen has extensive experience of information management and knowledge organisation within 
central government departments. She has used a number of business intelligence and entity extraction 
applications throughout her career so her perspective as an information professional was valuable to 
the AnnoMarket evaluation process. 

She appreciated the range of services that the shop offers, however, found it confusing at first to 
understand how to get started. A “Get started with Annomarket” guide, prominently linked to from the 
homepage, would be very useful for reassurance and user education, especially for business users who 
might be evaluating different text analytics vendors. Some enterprise search applications now offer 
limited entity extraction capability, therefore it might be useful for the AnnoMarket homepage and 
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shop to highlight the value and quality of its specialised text analytics offerings (especially the more 
advanced pipelines) . 

She felt that the web-based, SaaS model of AnnoMarket would be a great selling point to public sector 
users. Government organisations are often locked into lengthy enterprise IT contracts with commercial 
suppliers and it can be difficult to implement new services that will require hardware, support, training 
and so on. AnnoMarket circumvents all of this bureaucracy and makes it possible for developers to 
perform complex annotation jobs without building servers, installing software, paying for licenses or 
negotiating security processes. 

All government departmenrs generate vast amounts of information either for internal processing or 
public consumption. Helen felt that other bodies managing official UK government information, such 
as TSO (also known as “The Stationery Office”), would also have large corpora that would benefit 
from text analytics to generate metadata, improve findability etc. Any bodies handling legislation such 
as Parliament would be attractive customers for AnnoMarket. 

Helen has used some text analytics services that had a user interface for business users to edit the 
configuration of the application. While accepting that this was not a core function of AnnoMarket, she 
wondered if in future some pipelines would be more attractive to users if they came with an interface 
to make tweaks to tune the results to be more accurate. This would be popular within government, 
where public sector entities and jargon might be hard for a generic Named Entity Recognition tool to 
deal with correctly. 

Finally, echoing comments from others, Helen would have liked more documentation aimed at 
business users (she is an information professional/taxonomy and search specialist). Audience-specific 
help pages might be worth investigating in order to persuade managers looking at competing text 
analytics vendors to try Annomarket rather than anyone else. 

3.2.4 Warren Ali 

Warren is a technical consultant and Python specialist who develops NLP services using toolkits such 
as NLTK, Patten and Stanford Parser. He has had less exposure to GATE and was therefore 
enthusiastic to see what new tools AnnoMarket could offer him. His initial feedback was that he was 
really impressed by the broad scope of pipelines on offer. He thought that the platform was well-
documented for developers who would actually be using the APIs, however, he felt there could be 
more to help less-technical users understand the jargon so that they can still understand and make use 
of the services. He is interested in what languages besides Java are supported, especially Python which 
is a popular choice for NLP developers. 

He really liked the “test this pipeline” functionality as it was a quick way to try out a lot of services 
without any fuss. He tried a number of tools before spending more time with ANNIE, and the two 
political news domain pipelines developed jointly between the University of Sheffield and PA. The 
information contained on each pipeline’s dedicated page was useful. 

Warren was very interested in the marketplace as a developer, and speculated that he might be able to 
contribute relation extraction tools in future as this area was currently underserved. He also mentioned 
that he is doing a data science course where free or relatively cheap access to high quality text 
analytics could be a great learning resource. This use case has not previously emerged but might be 
worth future consideration e.g. making a version of AnnoMarket optimised for student and academic 
use. 

Unfortunately, Warren thought the visual design of the shopfront was dated, and unlikely to be 
attractive to young startups who are one of the target customer segments. While he agrees that judging 
a site only on colour and look and feel is a bit superficial, it is what people do in reality. Also, good 
design can give a product extra credibility and indicate high quality. In terms of the findability of 
services, the filter by tag functionality was very useful to aid understanding of the range, but Warren 
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suggested it could be improved by grouping tags by function (e.g. entity extraction), language and 
domain (if applicable, e.g. news). 

The batch API was seen as a core selling point of the platform, Warren intends to setup a job through 
it in order to compare with other commercial or open source equivalents. Currently he was running 
jobs over a corpus of about 600 documents to analyse entities, relations and subjectivity measures, in 
order to store the results eventually in a graph database.  

4 Commercial interest and implementation 

AnnoMarket is differentiated from other text mining services by virtue of its open marketplace 
concept. Throughout the project, we have been contacted by a number of commercial providers of text 
mining APIs who want to explore the possibility of hosting their services on the Annomarket platform. 
These are discussions which will go beyond the end of the project as many details, such as technical 
integration and pricing models, are still to be ironed out. 

However, at the time of writing, it is worth noting that it is encouraging that significant commercial 
providers are so interested in the potential of Annomarket as a channel to reach new customers. 

4.1 Gaslamp Systems 
Gaslamp Systems is a joint venture between two data consultants, Alex Mclintock and Meg Gordon, 
with a specialism of NLP, and particularly GATE, development. They are regular attendees of events 
in London based around NLP, semantic data, linked data, big data and so on. As a result of the two 
large-scale focus groups held in February and March 2014, they approached PA with an interest in 
being a supplier to the marketplace. At the time, development work on the platform itself was not 
complete so it was not possible for them to use the site to directly upload a new pipeline. 

However, they and the consortium were very keen to go through the process of commissioning and 
developing a third party pipeline. Therefore, Alex and Meg have been working in conjunction with PA 
to build a brand new tool for extracting information about movies, particularly film titles, and names 
of cast and crew. 

Gaslamp Systems are exactly the kind of supplier AnnoMarket was conceived for. They would not 
have the opportunity to work for existing text analytics vendors except as employees, yet they have the 
flexibility and interest to want to build bespoke NLP pipelines for clients. They want to receive 
revenue for their services but without the hassle of maintaining websites and payment systems 
themselves. 

4.2 Text Mining 
Text Mining Solutions offer bespoke text mining applications to organisations in business or 
academia. They are already in partnership with the GATE team at the University of Sheffield and 
contacted Helen Lippell after hearing about an event in London (they are based in York). 

They said that the website was straightforward and easy to navigate, although queried who the new 
service was aimed at. They wondered if there was a risk of AnnoMarket being too complicated for less 
experienced NLP practitioners, and not relevant enough for experienced ones who did have the skillset 
and capacity to build and run pipelines. 

As with several other commercial stakeholders, they expressed interest in the ability to run pipelines in 
a private cloud, or at the very least encrypted so as not to be available to the wider community. They 
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were also keen to see if it would be possible to contribute applications in future as the marketplace 
built traction. 

4.3 Machine Linking 
Machine Linking are an Italian startup based in Trento. Just like AnnoMarket, they offer a 
multilingual SaaS platform for semantic analysis. Initial conversations have centred around the 
possibility of hosting their API on AnnoMarket. At the time of writing, this investigation is still 
ongoing and Machine Linking are intending to pick up the conversation again later in the year. There 
would also be work to align the different pricing models of the two services in such a way that was 
commercially viable and wouldn’t confuse users.  

4.4 RapidMiner 
Rapidminer have offices in Boston, London and Dortmund, and work with an impressive range of 
industrial clients delivering predictive analytics, data mining and text mining solutions. They spoke to 
the AnnoMarket team at the European Data Forum, and are interested in integrating with version 8 of 
GATE. 

4.5 AYLIEN 
AYLIEN are a venture-capital backed startup based in Dublin, Ireland. They are very interested in 
increasing exposure to their product and see AnnoMarket as a potential vehicle for enabling this. 
Discussions were ongoing as of late May 2014. 

4.6 Press Association technical architecture team 
PA are working on new digital products as part of the development strategy away from over-reliance 
on the single newswire product. An early prototype, which is aimed at a young adult demographic, 
will require tagging, ideally assigned in an automated a manner as possible so to streamline editorial 
workflow. 

AnnoMarket was evaluated as part of an exercise to find a third party provider for text annotations. 
However, it was decided that the business priority was for a service that had support for Wordpress 
(which the prototype is built in) so a commercial text analytics vendor was selected. AnnoMarket’s 
business development strategy should therefore include planning for offering plugins or “widgets” to 
make integration into other applications really straightforward. 

5 Crowdsourcing pipeline quality 

A new feature for the GATE framework which underpins AnnoMarket is a crowdsourcing plugin [1]. 
It will be bundled as a plugin in the GATE version 8 release. There are two main benefits of the new 
functionality: 

1) Enabling manual indexers to annotate a snippet of text 

2) Classifying text by selecting one or no option from a list of possible labels 

The new plugin will also help address the requirement for crowdsourced evaluation of AnnoMarket’s 
range of services (as well enhancing the core GATE framework, of course). It can easily be deployed 
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to “crowdworkers” who can manually annotate text which has also been processed through a GATE 
pipeline. In future, these quality assurance exercises could be run regularly, and the results published 
on the AnnoMarket website, in order to build confidence. Results from crowdsourced annotation 
exercises could be a great indicator of the quality of individual pipelines, and provide transparent 
incentives for third party vendors to make their offerings as good as possible.  

NB: Further discussion of technical evaluation of certain AnnoMarket pipelines is covered in 
deliverable D3.3 Text Mining Services for Public Release. 

6 Opportunities for further development of AnnoMarket 

The interest generated at events and through digital channels has led to a number of text analytics 
experts asking us for more features and services. While it would have been impossible to satisfy 
everyone’s feature requests within the time-bounded research project, the following list will form the 
basis of a solid roadmap for developing AnnoMarket: 

• Update the look and feel of the web front end so that it looks more contemporary, professional 

and attractive 

• In conjunction with improving the design, also update the documentation for first-time site 

visitors and especially for non-technical users. Business users may be the ones making choices 

about where to invest time or technical resource; therefore it makes sense to make 

annomarket.com as friendly as possible for them 

• Ability to use a private cloud to run annotation jobs 

o There are two main scenarios for this. Firstly, for  the processing of sensitive and/or 

personal data. Secondly, for commercial pipeline suppliers to benefit from the 

AnnoMarket platform to test their own products without having to deploy them to the 

public marketplace 

• Plug-ins and widgets for integrating with other applications, allowing outputs from annotation 

jobs to be used somewhere else 

o For example, Wordpress (see section 4.7) 

o Expanding on the Firefox plugin which was developed by Ontotext 

• Better findability features on the shopfront 

o For example, search, tags grouped by domain/function/language instead of one list 

• Enhanced range of analytics pipelines 

o For example, domain-specific or custom sentiment analysis 

• Custom gazetteers 

o For use cases where a customer has their own terms but wants to use an existing 

pipeline such as ANNIE 

• Ability to update gazetteers without uploading a pipeline all over again 
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o This would be very valuable in sectors like news, where new entities and terminology 

emerge every single day 

• Chaining pipelines to do more sophisticated analytics 

o This is hackable in that you can manually feed the outputs of one job into a new one, 

but several people asked for specific functionality to make this much more seamless 

and powerful 

• Ability to parse controlled vocabularies and use these to process text 

• More niche services for content, such as style and bias analysis 

7 Conclusion 

Through year 2 of the Annomarket project, the consortium have sought out feedback from a wide 
range of experts and stakeholders. We received much positive feedback about the progress of the 
project and its aims of making text analytics vastly more accessible and affordable for more SMEs, 
startups and developers than ever before. 

Particular features that were singled out for positive feedback from different sources include: the “test 
this pipeline” functionality, the wide range of tools available, the SaaS model and the cost-
effectiveness of running processing jobs in the cloud. 

The consortium’s efforts to promote the platform have generated many interesting conversations and 
requests for enhanced functionality. This will be taken into account as part of the ongoing 
development of AnnoMarket beyond the lifetime of the FP7 project. 
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9 Abbreviations and acronyms 

ANNIE “ A Nearly New Information Extraction” 
System (GATE pipeline)  

API Application programming interface 

CPU Central processing unit 

DaaS Data-as-a-service 

GATE General Architecture for Text Engineering 
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HTML Hypertext Markup Language 

JSON JavaScript Object Notation 

IP Intellectual property 

NLP Natural language processing 

NLTK Natural Language ToolKit 

SaaS Software-as-a-service 

SME Small-medium enterprise 

SEO Search engine optimisation 

XML eXtensible Markup Language 

 


